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past and the ghosts that influence your present.  You might 

want to seek some additional coaching or outside help from a 

therapist or a twelve step program. 

Several of the important things in our lives, now and in the 

future are our community, play, and the people (friends & 

Friends) in our lives who we spend time with.  Those who 

support us during challenge, those who we support, and those 

we play with and have fun times with. 

Welcome to Module 4
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Hi, 

You've been doing lots of deep work in the last three modules 

and they are an important foundation for things that we'll be 

discussing in this module. 

The topics we'll will be covering are both important and

potentially painful.  But don't stop, do the 

work, if you need to set it aside for a bit 

do so, but try to do something everyday.  

The sooner you complete this work, the 

sooner you will have freedom from your 



Welcome to Module 4

 Happy Retirement Life Starts with a Happy Life Now

We may currently be estranged from some who is important to 

us and who we want back in our lives. 

The estrangement can be for a wide variety of reasons.  Some 

of the reasons may be because of our actions. 

This is where we need to some work on healing the past. 

There is sooo much here, I've split it into two parts. 

Be gentle with yourself, use ALL the tools we've been working 

so far.  You've got this! 

Love and Hugs, 

(continued)



Module 4 Outline

Watch the Video for Module 4

Do the What Stops You 

Exercise.

Review the Grow Where You 

Are Planted Discussion

Do the Resentments and 

Healing the Past Exercise.

Celebrate Your Victories and 

Share in the FB Group

Attend the Q&A Session



What Stops You?

Some days we are cruising along doing the deal and moving 

forward with all systems go, doing what we talked about doing 

for so long and BAM! 

Dead stop - we can't get out of bed, or we go on a shopping 

 our thinking? 

Are we stepping outside our comfort zone?  There are many 

things that we may want to do, to change in our life, to 

experience, to embrace, that require us to leave where life is 

most comfortable and enter the discomfort zone.  Yet we stop. 

How do we push past what stops us? 

When we are reaching for another drink, another cigarette, 

another bowl of ice cream, another stranger for love, another 

spree, or we sabotage our self.  And we 

realize, this is NOT the first time we've 

done this.  It is familiar. 

So what stops us?  Sure fear, but where 

did we learn to be afraid?  If we learned 

it once, can we unlearn it?  Or change 



What Stops You?

shopping spree and we want to stop and we can't.  It is time 

to ask for help. 

Many times that first cry for help goes out to God or the 

Universe or our Higher Power or who ever we pray to.  

Those cries are answered, but we need to be listening and 

we may not like the answer.  Who knows, this course may 

have been the answer to your cry for help. 

The answer may take the form of an intervention, a 

therapist, a twelve step program or rehab or a new food 

plan.  And we may say no the first time, the first ten times, 

but the problem won't go away until we take action. 

We are the only one who can 

chose a different life, a different 

solution for ourselves. 

The exercises in the following 

pages may not be comfortable.  

You will need to look at yourself 

and go deep, deeper than we  

we already have.  Keep going even though you want to 

stop.  You are worth it.



What Stops You?
The journey, the discovery work can be exhilarating and 

challenging. The you who is on the other side of it will be 

magnificent. 

It is difficult, if not impossible to move 

forward, if you have something 

holding you back.  We don't always 

know what that might be.   

Messages and traumas from the past

run our lives and we don't even realize it. 

We carry shame, guilt, self-hatred and fear; but may not 

understand why. 

We have a thought to try something or go somewhere 

new, but we seem to be paralyzed and don't know why. 

Yet, if we stop and get quiet, we can hear it.  We can hear 

those tiny voices whispering: "Don't do it - remember the 

last time you tried it and it didn't turn out well? In fact, it 

was a disaster and it took forever to recover."  

 Or "You made a fool of yourself".  Or "Are you crazy, you 

can't sell".  Or... it is endless. 



(continued)What Stops You?

You are what you think about and if you have these or 

variations of these themes running around in your head, 

you will make little progress, no matter how hard you try. 

Let's confront those little voices directly.  Stop and listen, 

hear those negative messages, then capture those 

thoughts on paper and carefully examine them. 

We'll look at where they came from 

we'll identify where it resides in your 

body, clear it and formulate a 

replacement message.  You need to 

fill the vacuum with something 

positive or your brain will make 

something else up or you will just go 

 back to the old way of thinking! 

And this is where some of the work you did on habits will 

be helpful!  And your journal!  When you write, many times 

your subconscious messages get written with little effort. 

So what is the process to capture those fears, those 

negative messages, your limiting beliefs?



(continued)What Stops You?

Sit quietly.  Try doing a little meditating.  Let those quiet 

little messages come up - and capture them in your journal 

or on the worksheets on the next pages. 

Ok, having a problem - prime the pump, think of a new 

adventure you want to pursue or decide to change your 

eating, create a new business, sign up for a multi-level 

marketing plan, change jobs, join a gym.  Listen for those 

quiet messages.  They will come out of the wood work in 

droves! 

If they aren't coming that's ok, you 

have become more aware of them 

and their existence.  Just go about 

your normal routine and notice 

when you start talking trash to 

yourself and capture it.  It 

happens, sooner or later! 

Write them down.  Keep a list 

Now pick one.  Using the format on the next page, work 

through the exercise to identify the origin, release it and 

formulate a replacement message. 



What Stops You? (continued)

The Negative Message - Your Limiting Belief

Who Said It?

Earliest Memory of When You First Heard It?

Use this format to look at your Negative Messages, Your 

Limiting Beliefs. Use this process whenever you identify a 

limiting belief.



What Stops You? (continued)

When You Hear It, Where Do You Feel It in Your Body?

Visualize Letting It Go, Releasing From Your Body

What Positive Message Do You Want to Replace It?

Put the positive message in several places where you will 

see it multiple times a day.  Soon, like a habit, it will be 

your new automatic program!



What Stops You? (continued)

The Negative Message - Your Limiting Belief

Who Said It?

Earliest Memory of When You First Heard It?

Use this format to look at your Negative Messages, Your 

Limiting Beliefs. Use this process whenever you identify a 

limiting belief.



What Stops You? (continued)

When You Hear It, Where Do You Feel It in Your Body?

Visualize Letting It Go, Releasing From Your Body

What Positive Message Do You Want to Replace It?

Put the positive message in several places where you will 

see it multiple times a day.  Soon, like a habit, it will be 

your new automatic program!



What Stops You? (continued)

The Negative Message - Your Limiting Belief

Who Said It?

Earliest Memory of When You First Heard It?

Use this format to look at your Negative Messages, Your 

Limiting Beliefs. Use this process whenever you identify a 

limiting belief.



What Stops You? (continued)

When You Hear It, Where Do You Feel It in Your Body?

Visualize Letting It Go, Releasing From Your Body

What Positive Message Do You Want to Replace It?

Put the positive message in several places where you will 

see it multiple times a day.  Soon, like a habit, it will be 

your new automatic program!



Our Limiting Beliefs

We have many limiting beliefs, negative messages.  When 

we become aware of these we will find many aspects of 

our lives are affected by them. 
Our relationship with money 
Our relationships with family, spouse, children, bosses, co- 
workers.
Our relationship with food, exercise, our body and self image.
Our willingness to try new things.

As you start noticing them, write them down, capture them. 

You may want to work through the process in the worksheet; 

but, take care in working on too many at one time. 

You want to be assured the changes you've made are strongly 

imprinted and you do not want to sabotage yourself by taking 

on too much! 

Now move onto Part 2 - Healing the Past!
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